
Jordan Brand x Converse Pro Leather -
Jordan 82 years NCAA finals
commemorative version - new shoes - News Reports

Release

all the week, Jordan at the University of North Carolina to play when wearing a Converse Pro Leather, thirty years later, Jordan and
his Jordan Brand brand has become one of the favorite basketball shoes fans in mind, but after the acquisition of Converse Nike,
Nike's Jordan are Brand and Converse become a the family, which also contributed to the Jordan and his 30 years ago and boots of
a marriage. In order to commemorate Jordan in a vote winning the 1982 NCAA finals, Converse Jordan and Brand in the joint launch
of North Carolina Converse Pro Leather Memorial color version, this version to commemorate the global limit of 23 double, left foot
insoles with the University of North Carolina abbreviations and a printed pattern 23 basket ball, right foot insole is Jumpman Logo,
love friends can look at 

earlier rumors that the new adidas Originals YEEZY black and white color of the BOOST 350 V2 will be launched in November 5th,
according to YEEZY @theyeezymafia broke the account;; the latest news, the shoes will advance to the October 29th sale, Adidas
Originals official is also expected the news officially announced in tomorrow. This black and white color is designed with a full black
tone throughout the shoe. The signature white stripe runs through the center and attracts less attention than the starter color.
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